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Download Guests can not request for updates! Room Two - a fascinating puzzle game where the player will have to go in search of the scientist, while solving a lot of tasks and puzzles. The gaming world is filled with a huge number of logical problems that need to be addressed. To start the user should
pass some training, showing all the nuances of gameplay. After his passing will be much easier, but we can not relax. To solve puzzles, you need to examine each item and read each letter. So to get to the clues will be much faster. The environment here very interactively, each object plays a role in
solving problems. With a magnifying glass to look at details, without help in sight. If you have difficulty passing to take advantage of the unique three-tier hint system. The game has excellent 3D graphics that complement the already mysterious atmosphere. Each place is well drawn and filled with small
details. The sound is also suggestive of mystery action. The Room Two - a great puzzle game as it is worth your time. Page 2 The Room - an interesting and addictive puzzle game for Android, which has received numerous awards and was the best game of 2013, according to the AppStore. The essence
of this game is the solution of logical problems, sometimes very simple. The game looks very realistic, because it has excellent graphics and sophisticated physics model. Objects here can be viewed not only from all sides, but with different distances, using the zoom in and out functions. Worked with the
development of the company Fireproof Games, and this is the first application that brought world fame to the company. The purpose of The Room is that the main character must go to the mysterious chest, resorting to the solution of a number of complex puzzles. All clues are inside the room, and it is
also necessary to find and use. But too much dependence on them should not be, because they often give only small hints, and then you just need to connect logic and wit. The gameplay is not looped and is final, which occurs at the time of the opening of a expensive coffin. It is worth noting that in the
game there are tips and clues that you can use in difficult situations. Because the control is touching the screen, different gestures, learning who is not difficult. So, for example, use two fingers to look around and double-tap to zoom to a particular function. An interesting feature can be noted the absence
of any voice acting. But, this, to some extent, the lack of more than compensiruet wonderful music that is able to engage in the mysterious atmosphere of this endeavor. To summarize, it is worth mentioning the uniqueness of the special The Room. An unusual approach to the implementation of the
gameplay made this one of the best golovolomka for mobile platforms. Elegant optimization also worked - the game also flies on older device models. Page 3 entertaining simulator skateboard for Android. The game is designed for a fairly narrow audience of users of smartphones and tablets, but because
of its uniqueness can like everyone. Manages the development company True Axis, which has gained popularity due to. In the first stage of the player familiar with the basics of managing and showing you the basic tricks. Do not rush, as learning depends on the additional passage. Since the check is
carried out with two fingers, owners of small screens may experience some discomfort due to the closing arm of a large field of view. Visual component True Skate is performed at a decent level: high quality textures, realistic parks and facilities they create the effect of full immersion in extreme skiing.
Immediately after training, start the main mission where you need to perform various tricks and stunts to overcome a number of obstacles in time and much more. To become a real Pro, the player will learn about 30 tricks found in the real sport (the development of the game was monitored by the best
skateboarders). Has games and disadvantages. Main - management, it is very innovative and unusual that can alienate potential users. Although a little deeper, it is possible to realize more control in this game is likely impossible, because it defeats the spirit of realism. True Skate is considered the best
mobile application on the theme of skateboarding. If you do not take into account the only negative we have high quality arcade simulator, which can linger on your smartphone or tablet. Page 4 Download Guests cannot request for updates! Skater - simulator skateboard for Android devices. Game
developers have relied on realism, so there is a worked physical model of the behavior of skateboarding. The user will need to try many specialized tracks to do a large number of impressive tricks using rails, stairs, ledges and other objects. Also, the player can use different design boards, clothing items,
and real athletes. All this will help you plunge into an indescribable atmosphere of skateboarding. The Room Two inherits the benefits of the previous game, the game has made a good balance between mystery and puzzle solving. Light, sound and other details in light of the excitement, the interlocking
puzzles, tips do just right, it's this year's puzzle game leader. From the beginning of the system screen can be seen, the production team in the game a lot of effort on the screen: Whether the light is reflected in the texture of the game's name, or pocket watch next to the move, or the occasional easy fall
dust, Everyone is impeccable. The game is a 3D scene, in the actual game process can actually maintain a high standard of image performance, it's amazing. As an example, the plaster figure shown in the figure below will be shown at the late stage of the first session. Under the big screen of PAD,
sudden appearance still scares Mr. Ning, but after a closer look, plaster-like detail lines are very smooth and with a light yellow color, the light and shadow of the device on the hand is extremely beautiful and the degree of realism burst out. In addition to relying on screen performance, music and sound
effects can easily make people feel the atmosphere of strange tension. However, room two is truly remarkable performance in this area. Suspense's theme song and Ruoyouruowu background music people seem to really exposure to this mysterious room, and sometimes wind, the board sounds
unconscious breath. The second pass, for example, the player was captivated in a boat in the small room, as long as you listen carefully, you will find the scene has a sound of waves, wood squeaks, people walked through the deck of the sound, threatening, the whole was off the atmosphere of the boat
away. A great puzzle game, the first is to have a good puzzle, unlike other games do not look at the Raiders can not go on the difficulty of the game's puzzles as interlocking, with a wide range of Puzzle ways, after the player completes this puzzle, will scream wherein this way! And you have to remember,
all this is just in this little room. - aPkAwarD.com In general, The Room Two is a well-deserved classic puzzle masterpiece. High level of game screen, realistic sound effects, awesome drift feel and ingenious level design, let the players seem to be among them, in the full sense. During the game, the
player sometimes can not touch north at half one in time, just want to give up when accidentally clicked, will cause you to find clues. While ecstatic, resurrecting the morality that continues to challenge, this is where the real charm of this place. Like puzzle game players, passing through doesn't miss!
Descriptions : Room Two - The second part of a lovely physical puzzle whose gameplay is twisted with tactile sensations in a 3D world. Follow in the footsteps of the mysterious letters of a strange scientist who is popular as an AC to convince the world of intelligence and secrets. Feel the tactile
experience, if we can, the surface of each object, so to speak. Immerse yourself in a different environment, amazing what the riddle can solve. Features : *PICK-UP-AND-PLAY DESIGN * INNOVATIVE TOUCH CONTROLS * REALISTIC 3D LOCATIONS * DETAILED 3D OBJECTS * UNNERVING
SOUND * CLOUD SAVING NOW SUPPORTED Switch to the dark mode that is kinder on your eyes at night. Switch to the light mode that's nicer on your eyes in the daytime. Download Overview Welcome to Room Two, a physical puzzle, wrapped in a mystery game, inside a beautifully tactile 3D world.
The much anticipated sequel to The Room, recipient of a BAFTA award, is here at last. Follow a trail of cryptic letters from an enigmatic scientist known only as AS to a compelling mystery and exploration. Highlights Easy to start, hard to lay down, an entrancing mix of exciting puzzles with a simple user
interface A tactile experience so natural that you can almost feel the surface of each item Immerse yourself in a variety of amazing environments that will challenge your puzzle solving skills. Pore over the intricate details of dozens of artifacts in search of their hidden secrets. A haunting soundtrack and
dynamic sound effects create a soundscape that reacts to your play. Share your progress across multiple devices, and unlock the all-new achievements. Available in English, French, Italian, German, Spanish &amp; Brazilian Portuguese. Download The Room Two Mod APK Before placing the link to
download The Room Two, we checked the link, it works. If you suddenly can't download, please let us know via comments or through the feedback form. How to install The Room Two OBB Install downloaded APK file Extract and copy folder com. FireproofStudios.TheRoom2 to Android/ Obb/ Launch app
and enjoy What's New Update integration of Google Play services. The problem was fixed by downloading the expansion file. Back to Top The Room is a popular point and click puzzle series, it has four separate games, with the action continuing and always giving players surprises. And today I will
introduce to you the second game in the series, The Room Two with gameplay and action built on its previous game. In this game, the story revolves around an element called The Null with many secrets that it hides. The game will also give players a gothic atmosphere combined with steampunk, creating
a complex atmosphere for players to enjoy and admire all the quintessential sensibilities it brings to the player. PICK-UP-AND-PLAY DESIGN The Room series is all puzzle games, and it gives players a new, accessible, but very difficult to give up feeling after the first play. The game was developed in the
form of puzzle objects, where players must combine all their puzzle skills just to unlock an object. All items are built with authentic 3D graphics, making their surfaces realistic, enticing players to explore and solve it. The number of puzzles in a game can reach more than a hundred, as they are also related
to the challenging creativity of the player during puzzle solving. The game also causes players to examine a secret object, then explore the surface, then gradually enter. The more enthusiastic the player is to solve the puzzle, the more new things will unlock, surprising the player, and at the same time,
stimulate their desire for puzzle solving. REALISTIC 3D graphics, INNOVATIVE TOUCH CONTROLS Common puzzle games often have a flaw, which is the realism level of objects and an unrealistic environment. But for The Room Two, such things do not exist, as players will experience the most
environment thanks thanks its advanced 3D graphics engine. Everything is built meticulously and subtly, even bringing a new tactile experience, allowing players to feel the surface of objects. The game was successful not only thanks to the graphics, but also thanks to the creepy sound, mixed with horror
and curiosity, which made players more involved in the game. In addition to these things, the game will give players more surprises and the latest, such as a physical mechanism that makes each item more realistic than ever. SEARCH FOR ARTIFACTS, UNCOVER THE MYSTERIES WITHIN THEM The
Room Two is rated as one of the best puzzle games thanks to extra elements like finding keys, objects, and many other things in the environment. What's unique is that even if players find important items, they still have to unlock them to retrieve the secret encapsulated inside. Players must use actions
such as swipe, tap, spin, twist, pinch, and even solve mathematical problems. Everything that players often see on ancient puzzles around the world will be reproduced in the game. Because of that, the game play time will last longer and attract players to this world with a desire to reveal everything.
EXPLORE DIFFERENT LOCATIONS The Room Two will have a story that follows the previous game, but the difference is that instead of players turning an object, they can this time explore new locations. It can be said that each of these sites is a new challenge, and they are built with a realistic 3D
environment, creating an authentic feel for players. The variety of locations will bring players to a whole new world, dotted with illusion and reality, causing the player to be confused but excited at the same time. The game will also focus on building each location with as many puzzles as possible, as well
as adding more artifacts for players to collect and unlock their secrets. MAGIC LENS, A NEW LEVEL OF PUZZLE SOLVING In all games in The Room, the series, the player will be equipped with a special accessory that has the greatest role in the entire puzzle process. These are called magic glass
lenses, helping players see what the naked eye can't see. There are also many puzzles built into an illusion world, and only when the player uses this lens can they solve them. Throughout the game, the constant use of lenses will help players progress with the game when there are countless things
carefully hidden and surprise players as they look through the lenses. The Room Two features gameplay and graphics similar to its predecessor, a game that lets players explore the environment and objects. But the most significant difference from the previous game is the new locations, more varied
puzzles, and more secrets added to entertain players. It can be said that this game is one of the best puzzle games ever when it has a realistic environment, objects, and countless difficult puzzles take time to complete. Complete.
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